
Open Letter to The Team MIG Switch

Dear Team MIG Switch ,

We'll get straight to the point:

First of all, YES we have the files,at this stage for us,it’s a detail .

Both of us know the truth about the origin of the code and the IC’s , you have just shown the world 
your fear of competition, of losing market share, a total loss of your means,in other words : 
Making less money.

Now, if you are as so confident as you claim and wish to conduct more extensive tests, it’s easy , 
share the entire production list of your IC’s numbers publicly, including everything from the first 
production to today,  share to us your “analysis” software ,  post the precise process we need to 
follow, and ensure clarity.

We will produce some samples just for you, they will be tested, IC’s serial number extracted, and 
we will see if they are on your list.

We'll shot  a comprehensive demo video on our side using The UnlockSwitch V3R1 sample based 
on  ICE40/ESP32S. The video will covering everything from start to finish, including the extraction
of serial numbers  , even in 4K resolution and Dolby Atmos sound if you wish ...

The result of the exports will be posted online.

All in public, as you began it.

This condition is valid only with the complete listing of your IC’s  in advance not after .

If you don't want to do it, just keep living your life in your own space, we will do the same.

Next:

The failure , the fiasco of your lunch must have really affected you,our arrival must have unsettled 
you.

According to our information, a third team is also working on it; it doesn't bother us. We hope you 
will start your acceptance process.

You're accusing us of something you did, if it were a scam, we would have started taking pre-orders
from the first day after the posts of our two functional UnlockSwitch demonstration videos.

We didn't wait for your accusations to notify on X that we were not yet available for pre-order.



Since announcing the selling price, the demand hasn't stopped. If someone finds any exchange from
us involving the sale of a part, please share it on X from today onwards.

We recognize that our stated selling price of 39 usd might be concerning to you, but we believe it's 
appropriate for this type of product. The world is in crisis, it's the recession, look at the news on the 
Internet/TV .

No emails have been created to communicate with us; we chose to be transparent on X from day 
one. The only possible exchange today is through DMs on X. Nothing else.

All exchanges on X are visible to everyone. We have refused all requests for purchase or pre-order 
of 1/100/500/1000/2000+ pieces, absolutely nothing, zero,nada.

Where do you perceive a scam in this situation….

You must have a twisted mind to invent such a scam scenario or be part of such a dark environment,
we believe.

The questions to ask is: 

Who bothers who ?

Who is launching the rumor? 
The direct competitor themselves.

Who created a fake website under UnlockSwitch name (unlockswitchstore.com) and a fake 
YouTube channel with the name UnlockSwitch to redirect it to their distributor page two weeks 
later? Not very clever...

Who took pre-orders , took advance payment to initiate production and deliver 2-3 months later? 
Not us…

Who contacted reviewers like a desperate mouse to conduct team tests?

“ We're not mad at you NickMoses05 for unintentionally being part of this story .
You just wanted to be transparent and do well, and we respect that.”

Our final product the UnlockSwitch, we repeat, again again and again is not yet available. Relax, 
sell yours.

You're in a hurry to sell and make a lot of USDT, from our side we prefer to take our time and do 
things properly. It might be the project of your life, but not for us.

Today, the Switch has sold 139 million units worldwide, ensuring you won't be left with unsold 
stock. The R4 and all clones remains on sale even 16 years later.

Did you believe that you alone would supply the entire planet?

Are you running a production line like Foxconn company ? Stay dignified and humble, gather your 
thoughts. 



You were the first to arrive with this solution for the switch, it’s true ,today we are present, 
tomorrow there will be others, it has always been like this, we're not telling you anything new.

If you want to talk to us, there's no need for remote attacks. We've seen the intrusions; you seem 
very motivated… a simple DM on X is enough , you're very welcome.

During your intrusion did gather evidence to support your allegations,or did just look at our 
discussions ,contacts ...

On our side , we will analyze most of what has been done , no stress,we avoid negativity.

We think the hype surrounding our product in under 3 weeks has truly unsettled you guys about 
your business, keep your focus on your brand, concentrate on your mass production, above all , 
deliver your customers on time and sell in bulk. 

We wish you the best !

Your stories about delivery delays due to stock shortages are completely false. It's just that you 
launched your production in a tight flow.

We can put you in touch with distributors in China , the stock is available .
We all have contacts…

You can even take global stock of ICE40/ESP32S if you wish; here, we're already onto another 
IC’s, it's working quite well .

Thanks for the pass:

Yes, our product is based on the concept of yours, but our final version is clean without any stolen 
code, making it completely different, even more “ legally, a bit less risky, let’s say” sound than 
yours in the end.

Save your strength for Nintendo; you're fighting the wrong battle.

Illegality is on your side, not ours.

Until proven otherwise, we don't sell a product with hidden Switch Games download links.

In reality, it's just stupid , you have a good product  ( The dumper ) for making backups. In place of 
selling a 2-in-1 set, Instead of choosing a commercial strategy to highlight the product as a personal 
game backup solution, you went with 100% piracy, your dark side once again.

In conclusion:

Your only goal was to slow us down by any means, we understood that well.

Nothing illegal from our side since day one, no scams past , present or future. 



It's just business, no ego issues here.

We'll just act like grown-ups, each on our own starting today, and focus on our products

We've accepted the attacks in public and in private , now onto the next thing. ,we stay focused.

We don't engage in virtual warfare with you; we simply respond to your attacks and accusations in 
public.

This is the one and only time we'll reach out to you; there will be no further communication on this 
matter , we won't waste any more time doing this. Once again, you can DM us directly if you wish.

We are prepared for just one thing : the video demo ( IC’s extraction of serial numbers )

We hope we've been clear enough in this letter.  it's just a waste of time to the readers

Now, we're going back to work on our products; we truly love it.

Best regards,                                                                                                          
Team UnlockSwitch




